Boundary Effects on Diffusiophoresis of Cylindrical Particles in Nonelectrolyte Gradients.
The diffusiophoretic motion of a long circular cylinder in a transversely imposed gradient of a nonionic solute near a large plane wall parallel to its axis is analyzed. The range of the interaction between the solute and the solid surfaces is assumed to be small relative to the particle radius and to the gap width between the particle and the wall, but the polarization effect of the mobile solute in the thin diffuse layers adjacent to the solid surfaces caused by the strong adsorption of the solute is incorporated. A normal flux of the solute and a slip velocity of the fluid at the outer edge of the diffuse layers are used as the boundary conditions for the fluid domain outside the diffuse layers. Through the use of cylindrical bipolar coordinates along with these boundary conditions, a set of transport equations governing this problem is solved in the quasisteady situation and the wall effects on the diffusiophoresis of the cylinder are computed for various cases. For the diffusiophoretic motion of a cylinder normal to a plane, the particle mobility decreases monotonically with the decrease of the distance of the particle axis from the wall. The stronger the polarization effect in the diffuse layer, the weaker the wall effect on the diffusiophoresis. The effect of the normal plane on the diffusiophoresis of a cylinder is much more significant than that for a sphere at the same separation. For the diffusiophoresis of a cylinder parallel to a plane, the boundary effect is a complicated function of the relevant parameters (not necessarily varies monotonically with the extent of separation) mainly due to the existence of a diffusio-osmotic flow caused by the tangential fluid velocity at the plane wall. Copyright 2000 Academic Press.